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Updated october 28, 2020, SMART goals are a simple, logical way to organize goals the way you set them over a lifetime. Not only does this technique help you identify by reaching your goals, but it helps you break goals into smaller and more manageable parts. However, there is one key element (or
letter) missing from this acronym. This missing letter can potentially make it harder for you to achieve your goal — no matter how well you've ralomed your goal into different parts and action steps. However, once you understand this missing part, you will be able to use it to progress with your goals. What
are smart goals? If you are unfamiliar with the smart goal setting technique and what the acronym means, here's a short rundown with a simple example: S = Specific — Your goal must be specific enough (I want to lose 4 inches from the waist). M = Measurable — You can measure your waistline every
week to track your progress. A = Achievable – Do you think you can do this? Or are you going too far by getting rid of four more inches? Or you should extend the target to 5 inches; Is that within reach? R = Realistic – Is your lifestyle stable enough to commit to this goal? Are you mentally ready for this?
Do you have the resources you need for this goal? T = Timeframe - You could achieve this goal within a week or within six months, but it should have a specific time frame. As you can see, when you break down your goals like this, they become much more manageable and concrete than just saying I
want to be slimmer. Everything is fine and good, except that this package lacks a key letter — another letter A. The missing letter A signifies responsibility, and this is a great way to ensure that your defined plan is actually executed and is not left only at the conversation or planning level. Even if you have
created a master plan using the smart goal technique, it becomes useless if you do not actually execute it. To make sure you start the execution phase, you want to throw some responsibility into the mix. Having some external pressure on your back (in the form of responsibility), you are more likely to take
action on your target steps than if you just keep the plan to yourself. The responsibility is based on the fact that you want to stand behind your words and save face. When you announce your goal to the world, you realize that the world is watching you now and you don't want to let the world down. It is also
a responsibility to face the expectations of others. If you publicly announce a goal or task, other people expect you to accomplish the tasks and goals you set yourself. Watch this video and learn how to achieve your goal more efficiently with reliable responsibility:Ways to deploy the letter A in order There
are many ways you can create responsibility. Choose which one to work to motivate you Most. 1. Keep it to yourself I was a little hesitant to include it, because in this scenario you do not tell others about your plans or tasks. However, for some people this could work because your conscience is your
partner's responsibility in this situation. And you don't want to let your conscience down. 2. Post this to other people Your people may be your work colleagues, your local golf club friends, subscribers and readers of your blog, or your Twitter followers. I would say that responsibility is more effective when it
comes to offline people. Being responsible face to face with someone is very effective. Neither do I in any way underestimate the power of online people. If you're trying to forge strong relationships with others online, you want to keep your word - even if you don't necessarily have to meet people in the
same sense as in the offline world. 3. Find a partner for responsibility A more intimate way of responsibility is to find a partner for responsibility. It could be a friend or spouse, but it has to be someone you feel comfortable checking in with. When this route is selected, you can choose to call your partner
frequently to tell them how well you are progressing in terms of the goal. 4. Get on Stickk.com if none of the above ways work for you, it's time to put Stickk in the game. Stickk.com is a website where you can publish your goal (Obligation Agreement), and in order to commit even more to achieving this
goal, money is at stake. Money isn't required to set up with Stickk, but knowing you'll lose a certain amount of money if you don't reach your goal can give you an extra incentive to get things done. 5. Join mastermind group Mastermind group is a group of like-minded people gathering on frequently (online
or offline), trying to push each other closer to their goals. This type of responsibility is very common in the business world. When you're in a mastermind group and set goals you want to achieve by the next meeting, you want to get things done and meet the expectations of others. Mastermind groups are a
great way to improve your productivity and achieve your goals with the help of others. 6. Hire a coach If you really want to attract personal attention for your goals, then hiring a personal trainer may be the best way to stay responsible. Not only are you accountable to your coach, but you also have to pay
for his attention. This makes the coach option even more effective. You want to make sure you do everything you can to get things done before the deadline you set. So there's a money factor to make you responsible, too. Since you want to move forward quickly, this option is very effective for staying
responsible with your SMART goals. Next time, set your goal with SMARTA, instead. Add this letter A to the smart goal setting technique:Specific, measurable, achievable, realistic, time-framed, responsible. Responsibility factor for achieving your goals be just what you need to make them real. More TIPS
on SMART GoalsFeatured photo credit: Estée Janssens via unsplash.com This site is not available in your country It was the fourth Monday of September 1995. Debra Pelsma and about 80 of her associates at Grand Junction Networks, a fast-growing startup based in Fremont, California, were invited to
the production floor at their headquarters. Impromptu staff meetings have been rare at the company since its founder in February 1992. It was too much work. But that job was supposed to pay off. Grand Junction was on the verge of a defining moment – an IPO. He kept Goldman Sachs. She filed papers
with the Securities and Exchange Commission. I came that morning and something was different, Pelsma recalled. Then someone said, Cisco bought us. Cisco, of course, was Cisco Systems, one of the wealthiest companies in Silicon Valley. I asked what was going on. He said, 'Go look outside the
office.' There were all kinds of suits and boxes that had Cisco on it. I was confused. Howard Charney, the charismatic co-founder, president and CEO of Grand Junction, stood in front of his team – half of whom, thanks to this $345 million deal, just became a millionaire. He described the virtues of life to
lead in Cisco. But there was no joy in his voice. A ton of emotion spilled in that room, recalled Margot Gangola, the company's engineering manager. We worked hard. While her ceo was talking, Gangola kept thinking, Howard, how can you sell us out? It was the fourth Friday of October 1997. About 180
employees of PointCast Inc. gathered at its headquarters in Sunnyvale, California. They would come to meet their new leader , a director who would lead them to a public offering. Just two nights before, Kevin Harvey, a PointCast board member and partner at Benchmark Capital, again told David W.
Dorman what he had been saying for months: We have a chance to build the biggest new media company there is. Dorman, the former CEO of Pacific Bell, a company with 50,000 employees, leaned over the table, offered a hand and said, I'm in. Dorman's decision was the latest in a series of decisions
that have brought PointCast to the brink of greatness – or oblivion. The company launched its online information service in February 1996. By the end of the year, nearly 800,000 people were using it. All those viewers caught the attention of Rupert Murdoch, who approached PointCast's co-founder,
Christopher Hassett, with a buyout offer worth nearly $400 million. PointCast said no three months later, PointCast bid Hassett farewell. The board concluded that it did not have the credentials to run an independent company. It's Dave Dorman. This is the best idea I've seen in years, the new CEO told his
impatient troops. But achieving an IPO, he warned, meant being hot and staying focused. He repeated those words. more than a dozen times. An IPO would confirm all the hard work of PointCast's people. It would also confirm Dorman's decision to leave his powerful job at the giant company. Of course, I
could command vast armies, he explained later that morning. But leaving California now would be like leaving Florence during the Renaissance. Young people come from all over the world to participate in this miracle. I had to be a part of it. It's time to make a decision. What distinguishes the new world of
business from any previous era — what shapes both its promise and its inclination — is the freedom it offers. People have more choices than ever. But these choices require more - and more difficult - decisions than ever. Grand Junction and PointCast faced the same choice, the decision of a lifetime: Do
we stand alone or sell ourselves to a powerful suitor? Nevertheless, they have chosen opposite paths and are living with these choices in ways that are not expected. Their stories illuminate the decisions people everywhere face - and offer lessons on how to contend with these decisions. Their
StoriesGrand Junction network in September 1995, Grand Junction Networks grew out of its skin. PointCast Inc. The secret to PointCast's success. Success.
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